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The 18th century origins of this former village 
rectory are appealing with a retained character.  
The impressive Georgian proportions and 
attractive symmetry of the 3 storey, Grade II 
listed home sit under an unusual twin-span 
Collyweston tiled roof with stone gables, hinting 
to an historical expansion many years ago. 

Following a complete, yet sensitive, renovation 
programme spanning 12 months the current 
owners have breathed fresh new life into each 
room and the sleek modern décor uses a palette 
of shaded whites and soothing grey tones with 
layers of texture for interest, boosting light levels 
and allowing a sense of calm throughout.

Draw your car through the electric gates and 
park on the gravel driveway or within your 
garage. Welcome to Lovicks House.

Step through your elegant panelled front door 
set beneath a traditional diamond over-light 
and enter the handsome hall.  Original flagstone 
floor tiles guide you past the fine staircase 
towards the garden.  The beautiful terrace 
with tiered lawn gardens stretch away in front  
of you and onwards over the Rutland landscape 
beyond.

Georgian Grandeur

To your right is the drawing room; a showcase 
of Georgian elegance and grandeur with an 
elegant white and grey marble mantlepiece 
surrounding the open fire and original servant’s 
bell pull.  Large windows and a door open onto 
the terrace and south-facing gardens throwing 
beams of light and movement back into the 
sumptuous room.
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Simply Elegant - Classic 
Georgian architecture blended 
with a 21st century interior, 
full of light and life. 
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Returning to the hall, opposite you is 
the family room with contemporary 
woodburning stove.  Light pouring in 
through the windows and door creates a 
welcoming and inviting room.  The free-
flowing layout opens into the kitchen 
and gives the home a modern vibe, with 
practicality, form and function creating a 
natural magnet for family gatherings.
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With high-end entertaining at home becoming more popular, Lovicks 
House has the ultimate in luxury entertaining spaces with a second fully-
functioning back-of-house kitchen with induction hob, oven, freezer and 
laundry appliances, so on a practical level, the back-of-house kitchen can be 
closed off for food preparation away from the main front-of-house kitchen 
space, meaning that mess or stress behind the scenes will be hidden from 
your guests. 

From here one door accesses the garage while another opens onto the rear 
courtyard and the boot room, whilst steps outdoors lead to the cellars and a 
workshop beneath.  The wine cellar is conveniently situated near the dining 
room and reached via a door from the main hallway in the house.  The guest’s 
cloakroom is also reached from the hall.
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The kitchen is classically designed yet 
current; a black, 2-oven Aga takes centre 
stage and accents the contemporary 
appliances and modern day conveniences 
required for a busy family life. Sleek 
bespoke kitchen cabinets work in harmony 
with the home’s historic architecture and 
are serenely decorated using a neutral 
palette against which texture and interest 
can sing.  There’s plenty of room for a 
large farmhouse-style table to host kitchen 
suppers and friendly get-togethers whilst 
the wood panelled dining room situated 
off the hall provides a calm space away 
from the hubbub to entertain in a more 
traditional setting.
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Step  
Upstairs
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Taking the stairs to the first floor, pause for 
a moment to admire the pretty window 
seat with shutters before exploring the 
first two double bedrooms, the first with 
bespoke hand-made fitted wardrobes and 
shelving.  The luxurious family bathroom 
has a large bath and a spacious walk-in 
shower while soothing pale tones make for 
a restful space.
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The graceful master bedroom has bespoke 
hand-made fitted wardrobes and two 
traditional sash windows overlook the 
terrace and gardens below.  Classic and 
contemporary styles blend seamlessly in 
the opulent en-suite with soft grey walls, 
metropolitan tiles and a subtly patterned 
tiled floor.
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Next, you’ll find the fourth double bedroom 
again with fitted wardrobes and decorative 
Georgian detailing such as an original 
fireplace with pretty mantle surround and 
intricate ceiling cornice.  The en-suite in 
here echoes the master en-suite in style, 
quality and décor.

Take the staircase that leads to the second 
floor where you’ll find two more double 
bedrooms and a bathroom between them 
with a bath with shower fixture, basin 
and lavatory.  These two rooms are both 
currently used as home offices allowing 
the owner to successfully operate a global 
business commuting regularly on a national 
and international level.
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With Georgian 
decorative 
detailing 
and intricate 
ceiling cornice
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It’s rare for a garden to merge so readily 
into an ancient landscape, but the planting 
at Lovicks House harmonises perfectly 
with the surrounding Rutland landscape.

With glimpses of St. Peter’s church spire 
rising over the tree tops, the south facing 
rear gardens are the perfect spot for 
entertaining in all seasons embracing 
glorious views across the marquee lawn, 
through the rose arbour and down to your 
own paddock. 
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What the owners love about 
the home… “We feel very 
lucky to have been custodians of 
Lovicks House. Friends, family 
and dogs all love to come and 
stay here, this is a very special 
place.  Our own family have 
laughed and loved here, and now 
it’s another family’s turn to call 
this house their home.”
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Enjoy sunny spring afternoons and 
long summer evenings with friends and 
family on your perfectly positioned sofa 
benches. In fact, numerous entertaining 
and relaxation areas are dotted around 
the gardens allowing sanctuary beneath 
the canopy of the trees and nestled beside 
structured box, scented roses, lavender and 
rosemary plants.  

Time to explore the outstanding gardens 
further... a series of old stone steps tease 
you away from the house and onto the 
lawn where there are many vantage points 
within the garden, drawing the eye out 
over the fields to where the fields meets 
the horizon. As you walk beneath the 
rose arbour, a summer house invites you 
to stop and rest for a while as you admire 
the parterre garden opposite arranged 
into geometric corner beds clumped with 
lavender plants and defined by gravel 
paths.  At the very end of the garden, a small 
gate opens into what was once the village 
bowling green and is now a paddock field.  
For tennis lovers, why not consider adding 
in your own tennis court here?
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What we love…  
The current owners 
have stylishly enhanced 
the property’s historic 
elements whilst 
dramatically improving 
the light and flow.  
Lovicks House effortlessly 
blends contemporary 
elements with period 
features creating one 
of the most stylish and 
flawlessly finished homes 
in Rutland.
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As night time falls, light the 
candles and reach for the 
blankets because this is where 
your favourite memories are 
waiting to be made
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The village of Empingham is equidistant to the two 
most desirable market towns in the area, Stamford and 
Oakham, and sits on the edge of Rutland Water.  Due to its 
geographical position and community spirit, Empingham is 
one of the most sought after villages in the area for relocating 
families with independent schooling in mind - Stamford 
Endowed Schools (SES), Oakham School, Oundle School 
and Uppingham School (boarding only) are all within easy 
striking distance and with very manageable journeys for 
day pupils.  In fact, SES and Oakham School currently offer 
a privately operated return bus service via Empingham.  For 
preparatory education, there are a number of independent 
establishments again within easy reach including Stamford 
Junior School, Witham Hall Prep’ School, Brooke Priory and 
Copthill School.  Empingham also has its own CofE primary 
school, tucked away within the heart of the village.

Empingham enjoys a welcoming and vibrant community 
organising Open Gardens, church fund raising events and 
concerts, bonfire night celebrations and where international 
sports fixtures are screened at the village cricket club, with 
regular activities and clubs taking place in the village hall 
on a weekly basis.  The village is fortunate to have its own 
doctors surgery with dispensary and ‘Barbara’s Village 
Store’ offers all the essentials seven days a week.  For 
countryside lovers, within minutes you can reach Rutland 
Water and there are many bridleways, footpaths and cycle 
routes available in the local area for all abilities from taking 
an easy stroll to a more challenging or even competitive 
pace!  Local golf courses include Luffenham Heath, Rutland 
Water, Burghley Park Golf Club, Greetham Valley Golf 
Club and Rutland County.  At the end of an active day, treat 
yourselves to a meal at village pub ‘The White Horse’ where 
excellent food is served and is a popular choice for local 
residents and returning visitors to the area.. 

Many homeowners commute from Empingham to London 
on a daily basis utilising the Peterborough to Kings Cross 
direct service, with typical train journey times of approx.. 45 
minutes or via Corby to St. Pancras in just over 1 hour. 

Local towns and approximate distances travel times:  

Stamford: 5.3 miles, 9 minutes
Oakham: 5.8 miles, 9 minutes

Uppingham: 9.6 miles, 16 mins
Witham on the Hill: 11 miles, 17 mins

Peterborough: 18.7 miles, 24 mins
Corby: 19.8 miles, 29 mins

Oundle: 20.2 miles, 28 mins
Leicester: 28.2 miles, 47 mins

On your doorstep… 

Directions: From the A1 Stamford, drive approximately 5 miles 
in an westerly direction along the country roads following the 
A606 towards Oakham/Melton Mowbray.  You will soon reach 
the pretty and historical village of Empingham.  As the road dips, 
you cross a small river bridge passing willow trees and pastures, 
cast your eyes to the left and you’ll get a brief glimpse of this grand 
home with the Rutland landscape unfolding before it.  Follow the 
road slowly around to the left and the house is the third on the 
left.  Drive through the electric double gates onto the tree framed, 
gravel, parking area where there is ample space for numerous cars.
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Over a period of 12 months, Lovicks House was 
lovingly renovated, re-wired, re-plumbed and 
partly re-plastered whilst totally retaining the 
character and enhancing its period charm. The 
flooring has been painstakingly sourced and 
replaced in every room, except the hallway where 
the original flagstone tiles remain untouched; 
antique oak floor reclaimed from an old school 
house were individually hand-picked by the 
owner and the natural stone kitchen tiles were 
supplied from Stamford Stone Company.  The 

original 2 oven oil fired Aga was re-conditioned 
and re-enamelled and is complemented by 
hand-made cabinets from Style Kitchens, 
originally based in Stamford and decorated in 
Farrow & Ball’s ‘Blackened’.  The bathroom tiles 
were sourced from Porcelanosa and the fitted 
wardrobes and cabinetry fitted in the bedrooms 
were crafted by Rutland based Theodore Ross.  
The same pale paint colours and elegant themes 
have been sensitively used throughout creating a 
wonderful flow as you move from room to room, 

with the achieved result being elegant, homely 
and relaxing.

New gas mains central heating system with a mix 
of traditional column radiators fitted throughout 
the main living areas with contemporary radiators 
fitted elsewhere.  Underfloor heating features in 
the en-suites.  CAT-5 Ethernet/LAN cabling was 
installed at the time of renovations.

Rutland County Council, council tax band H

The Finer Details





To view Lovicks House call David or Lottie Crooke 
on 01572 497 070  Email: team@pelhamjames.co.uk
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